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Deloitte Greenhouses are not spaces,
they're an experience

BREAKTHROUGH MANIFESTO
STRIP AWAY EVERYTHING
SET ASIDE EVERYTHING YOU THINK YOU KNOW
ASSUMPTIONS, BELIEFS, AND DOGMA ARE THE ENEMY
SILENCE YOUR CYNIC
SUSPEND DISBELIEF AND ASSUME EVERYTHING'S
POSSIBLE
NO GREAT BREAKTHROUGH WAS BORN OF A
NAYSAYER
MAKE A MESS
STOP PERFECTING AND JUST START MAKING, DOING,
TRYING
A PROTOTYPE IS WORTH A THOUSAND DISCUSSIONS
LIVE WITH THE PROBLEM
AVOID RUSHING TO THE SOLUTION
BETTER THINGS COME TO THOSE WHO EXPLORE
BEFORE ACTING
GET REAL
SHED THE GLOSSY VENEER AND BRING YOUR
AUTHENTIC, GNARLY, BRUISED, HUMAN SELF
MAGIC HAPPENS WHEN WE'RE PERSONAL,
CONNECTED, AND REAL
ENLIST A MOTLEY CREW
GO BEYOND THE USUAL SUSPECTS
SPARKS FLY WHEN THINKERS, DOMAINS, AND
OUTSIDE DISCIPLINES COLLIDE
CHECK YOUR EDGE
ASK YOURSELF, "IS THIS TRULY UNEXPECTED?"
SURPRISE IS THE MOTHER OF INSPIRATION
DON'T PLAY "NICE"
CALL OUT THE ELEPHANTS
THE SOONER YOU GET TRUTH ON THE TABLE, THE
FASTER YOU GET RESULTS
DIAL UP THE DRAMA
CREATE A FULL-SENSORY THEATRICAL EXPERIENCE
EMOTIONAL NARRATIVE JOURNEYS ARE HOW
HUMANS HAVE MADE MEANING SINCE FOREVER
MAKE CHANGE
SHATTER THE PLAN, EVOLVE, MAKE A DENT
NOTHING MATTERS UNLESS IT MATTERS

The age of disruption we’re living now brings new challenges and
opportunities to Canadian businesses every day. The Deloitte
Greenhouse can help company leaders navigate this nonstop fast pace.
In a nutshell, it’s an accelerated problem-solving environment that
helps clients create unexpected opportunities and turn insights
into tangible results.
Our approach is simple but impactful: We design meaningful experiences
and introduce concepts designed to disrupt thinking. We challenge
clients to think differently in a different environment, and to engage
in strategic conversations that lead to decisions. We work to solve real
business challenges by integrating strategic, innovative, analytical, and
digital methodologies into custom-designed sessions.
We’re proud to offer a differentiated experience. Throughout this
catalogue, you’ll learn what a Greenhouse experience is, what you
can expect from it, how we create our sessions, which type of session
are best-suited for your needs, and more.
With five permanent Greenhouse locations and pop-ups throughout
Canada, we can help clients wherever they are to look to tomorrow
and make the tactical action plans they need to get there. When our
clients succeed, so do we.
Our team is happy to speak with you about the Greenhouse and
answer your questions.
Kind regards,

Lynette Horton
Partner | Canadian Leader | Greenhouse
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The Greenhouse: at a glance
Why, what, when, how, where

Why

Disruption is the new normal and ‘business as usual’ will not
keep you competitive in today’s market conditions.

What
Custom designed experiences built on extensive research,
offering innovative delivery models.

When
Whenever you’re faced with an uncertain future,
whether it’s tackling new challenges or transforming
through opportunities, the Greenhouse can help
you successfully navigate change.

Who
Our expert facilitators draw upon principles of design
thinking, behavioural economics, group dynamics and
innovation theory to help executives make significant
headway on complicated issues.

How
We encourage idea generation, interaction and
rapid prototyping of solutions using a three-pronged method
of infusing environment, elements and approach to engage
participants intellectually, physically and emotionally.

Where
Our expert facilitators draw more than just a refreshing
physical space, we have our three state of the art Canadian
locations (Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto), access to our Global
community of over 25 Greenhouses world-wide or we can
bring the experience to you with one of our mobile options.
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Success today requires fresh approaches, skills,
and results. The Greenhouse helps you discover
original solutions to your challenges and uncover
hidden opportunities with an approach designed
to take your organization to the next level.
The Greenhouse is engineered to trigger
innovative thinking, providing an environment
that enables you to experience what’s next in the
digital era, achieve significant breakthroughs, and
conquer disruption in your industry.
In immersive sessions ranging from a half-day
to two full days, our trained facilitators and
subject matter experts use proprietary
frameworks, experience-based design,
and exponential technologies to accelerate
your journey to meaningful change and
innovative business strategies.
With our focus on disruption by design—
the strategic convergence of analytics, innovation,
and digital—we’ll help you break through the
ordinary to create a sustainable, competitive edge.

10
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What to expect
Co-creation
Our teams thoroughly research and frame your
objectives, typically spending from six to eight weeks
to prepare a well-designed session. What makes our
approach effective is that we develop every aspect with
the why? in mind and then validate our assumptions
with you to ensure the content focuses on your core
objective. Co-creation is proven to deliver meaningful
experiences that drive real change.

Challenge
the status quo
Tap into diverse
perspectives

Visualize
complex issues

Explore
& experiment

Experience-led
Greenhouse sessions aim to get to the heart of your
most pressing issues. We design journeys that lead
to breakthroughs and results. You’re immersed in
engaging content and exercises designed to reveal
new possibilities and help you make significant
headway on complicated issues.

Uncover
truth faster

Share &
shape ideas

We draw upon principles of
• design thinking • behavioural economics
• group dynamics • innovation theories
Sessions are
• immersive • high tech • high touch

Spark new
thinking

Signature experiences combine
• approach • environment • content

Promote
alignment

Meaningful outcomes
Every session, whether it’s a half-day, full day, or two
days, is a solution-oriented experience. By the end,
you’ll have tangible strategies supported by an action
plan to help you implement the changes needed to
achieve breakthrough results in your organization.
12

Build
momentum
Accelerate
impact
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The Discovery Zone
& Exponentials
Found in all our Greenhouses and our pop-ups, the
Discovery Zone—a world of exponentials—enables clients
to explore the art of the possible. It’s a focused purposeful
and experiential component included in every session.

What to expect
Exponentials—defined as a thing or process that improves
at an accelerated rate, doubling or halving production in a
twelve-month period—are here to stay. From organizations
to platforms to technologies, exponentials have the ability
to shape industries in ways we can’t imagine, and sooner
than many companies can prepare for.
At the Discovery Zone, we research and identify emerging
technology trends that will disrupt—or already are
disrupting—industries, creating new markets.
During a Greenhouse session, you’re presented with a
curated collection of exponentials and use cases to help
spark creative thinking and inspire strategic conversations.
We want you to be prepared for a new era in your industry.

Our current curated collection includes

Artificial &
cognitive
intelligence

Mixed
realities

Networks
& sensors

Advanced
robotics
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Advanced
manufacturing

Collaborative
platforms

Alexander Milo
sevic
Manager of Disc
overy Zone & Ex
ponentials
Deloitte
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Pre-defined session
These labs have been designed around a focused
outcome that many organizations seek. Through
extensive research and proven methodologies,
the defined structure of these labs yield the greatest
success in an accelerated amount of time.
The content and experience are customized
for your needs.

Modular session

The Greenhouse Experience
What is the right experience
for you?

Using the existing components of the pre-defined
sessions and incorporating the right exercises,
these labs help you zero in on your top priorities
quickly. They’re created through in-depth research
and preparation to ensure the right modules are
included and the objectives are well-defined.

Each lab is designed to solve specific pressing
challenges and uncover opportunities
Our clients experience the greatest success
when we craft sessions based on disruption
by design, a framework proven to build effective
strategies using analytics, innovation, and digital.
The sample collection of pre-defined and modular
sessions in this catalogue gives you an idea of the
variety of experiences we offer. To discuss these
sessions, for more samples, or to build a custom
experience, contact us.

16

Custom session
Focusing on the unique challenges and
opportunities you face, these custom experiences
will help you break through your everyday
operations and processes to achieve results quickly.
Such bespoke sessions are developed when a
client’s needs and objectives are beyond the norm.

17
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What’s your focus?
With thousands of sessions under our belt, we’ve learned that clients are most
interested in seven areas. You choose an area to focus on for your session, and we’ll
ensure the right planning and facilitation is provided. All Greenhouse experiences will
incorporate appropriate analytics, innovation and digital concepts.

Analytics
Organizations have valuable
data that can help make critical
business decisions to drive value
and revenue—but identifying the
right data and then structuring
it in useful ways remains one
of the biggest challenges for
businesses. From understanding
data visualizations to becoming
an insight driven organization, we
develop your analytics capabilities.

Innovation
We often hear, “We don’t need to be
innovative” from companies, and we
believe there’s a misconception that
innovation means edgy or productrelated. We approach innovation
from every angle, and apply design
thinking, Doblin strategies, and other
proven innovation methodologies
to help you accelerate toward new
opportunities and strategies that will

Alignment

Leadership

Are teams in your organization

Creating the right executive team

underperforming due to different

is about more than promoting or

perspectives, conflicting mandates,

hiring the right people. With new

and undefined outcomes? We can

roles being added to the C-suite

help you take a step back and look

(think CMO or CIO) and evolving

at the big picture. We’ll then suggest

team profiles, organizations that

various approaches and guide you

invest in their leaders as well as

to a consensus on an alignment

their employees often see the

that is right for you.

greatest ROI. We can help you
become more effective leaders.

work well beyond today.

Digital
Strategy

Transition

Transformation

movement, has leaders, adopters,

Developing a multi-year growth

Abandoning a tried-and-true product,

Challenges are constantly occurring in

and followers. No matter what stage

plan, divisional strategy, or

offering, or service can create

business—and so are opportunities.

your organization is at along its

investment in new technology often

doubt and uncertainty. We help you

We help our clients identify the

digital journey, we can help create

stalls progress within teams or the

understand how your industry and

crossroads of both and transform

key touchpoints that enhance your

company overall. We work with you

consumers are changing, so you

their business in ways that will lead

brand and extend your reach.

to get to the heart of your vision

can adapt to keep your organization

toward a competitive advantage.

and align it with the direction of

relevant and competitive.

The digital revolution, like any

your industry’s growth. We help you
develop agile strategies that enable
quicker responses to challenges.
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Analytics

IDO purple teams lab

Designed for organizations who have invested in analytics
capabilities and now must focus on their culture and people
to create “Purple Teams”. A cross-section of skills and roles are
invited to join the session: we identify a mixture tech-savvy people
(red skills) and seasoned business communicators (blue skills).

An in-depth and extensively researched session, clients will
be tasked with taking a hard look at their current state so that
a clear and actionable strategy can be developed by the end
of the one-day lab.
Because this lab focuses on the ‘people’ aspect within the IDO
session series, most of the exercises and work will be done with
a lens turned back on the participants. Our facilitators guide the
client through their major gaps in the ‘people’ component of IDO,
helping them uncover which the gaps in skills and role profiles
that are limiting their IDO readiness, and how they can effectively
and efficiently fill those gaps.

This session will enable clients to begin actioning the “people’
component of their IDO strategy. Clients will also experience
success in gaining alignment from all stakeholders on the
proposed action plan, as well as commitment from all parties
and accelerates time to implementation.

Sample agenda

1 day

Part 1 | identify
Introduction to Purple teams
Understand existing gaps and duplications with regards to
analytics skills and capabilities through a current state assessment
Explore and discuss desired future state within organization
Part 2 | visioning
Review the use of cross-functional teams through scenarios and
simulations
List key elements of consideration to tackle common ‘people’
challenges
Develop and prioritize initiatives to close gaps and move toward
desired state
Part 3 | strategize
Develop a detailed plan with assigned accountabilities and
timelines for auctioning

This lab is a: Pre-defined session
20
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Digital

Digital innovation lab
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These sessions achieve the highest rate of success when a crossfunctional team of stakeholders and facilitators come together.
Roles we often identify to include are: client executives, business
owners, products users, subject matter experts, UX designers,
visual designers, and developers.

Sample agenda

1 day

Section 1 | inspire
Designed to help clients facing broad questions like: I know I need
to be Digital, but what should I do?, this three-section lab shows
participants what the best digital presences and applications
look like in their marker place. Then, digital facilitators guide
them through understanding and addressing the problems
stakeholders are facing. Clients will be introduced to their real
user personas and begin to journey map. By the end of the day,
the client is working to conceptualize with our digital experts
design solutions and next steps.

Explore industry case studies
that illustrate what our future
tate could be. Hands-on demos
of emerging technologies in
the Discovery Zone
Section 2 | understand
Examine personas, user journeys,
moments of truth, and pain points
that define our user’s experience.
Collaborate and identify key areas we
want to focus on and improve.
Section 3 | create

Following a Digital Innovation Lab, a client will have a clear
understanding of what problems they need to solve, early-state
prototypes of solutions to those problems, and a high-level
roadmap of what the next steps are to implement the solutions.
One of the most impactful outcomes is alignment—the client
team has experienced the full journey together.

Brainstorm and design ‘rapidprototype’-style solutions to the
problem areas we’ve identified.
Pitch ideas to a panel of industryexperts, get feedback, and iterate.
Prioritize the solutions we want to
pursue, and develop an action plan
to put the wheels in motion

This lab is a: Pre-defined session
22
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Innovation
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Disruption & innovation lab

How might you apply the discipline of innovation to future
proof your business?

The Disruption & Innovation Lab allows participants to catalyze
action by better understanding the impacts of exponential
technologies and how they are transforming applicable industries
and potentially disrupting your business.

Participants leave with an understanding of the key disruptive
forces in their respective market, awareness of potential
applications of exponential technologies, and market leading use
cases to reference. Participants will also practice innovation as a
discipline, using strategic innovation frameworks to respond to
specific disruptive forces.
Sample agenda
•

Greenhouse Discovery Zone Demos

•

Industry Landscape Overview

•

Trends and Emerging Transformative Forces

•

Building Innovation Capabilities

•

Putting Innovation into Action

•

Building Capabilities

1 day*

*Optional: Site visit to tech incubator or relevant start-up space
This lab is a: Modular session
24
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Innovation

Artificial intelligence lab

Are you equipped to transition into an AI-first world?

During this two-day, immersive client experience, participants
will explore the real-world applications and future implications of
artificial intelligence.
With extensive research and planning prior to the session,
facilitators and the account team will deliver comprehensive
and foundational material that will ensure the client expedites
their curiosity of AI toward a feasible action plan for future
implementation. Subject matter experts introduce participants to
the AI that is currently disrupting their industry, opportunities for
new markets, and which technologies are most relevant to their
future growth and success.

Sample agenda

1-2 days

Day 1
Building a knowledge foundation
Art of the Possible
Case studies
Exercise: How will AI transform your business?
Participants work with facilitators to identify key opportunities
within priority areas; client teams develop and present 10 proof of
concepts, of which two to three are refined. Clients leave with an
actionable plan to immediately launch their best POC selections.

Day 2
Objectives & content recap
Exercise: AI opportunity mapping & POC development
Present POCs & commitment to launch
Wrap-up & debrief
This lab is a: Custom session

26
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Disruption
by design
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Strategic innovation
board visioning lab

Is your board or directors strategically aligned to effectively future
proof your organization?

The “Strategic Innovation Board Visioning” Lab supports boards
of directors and senior management teams conduct strategic
conversations, identify opportunities, and prioritize initiatives
around the future vision of their organizations.

By applying key themes and trends around disruption and
innovation, participants leave aligned on the necessary next steps
to actualize the strategic vision of the future.

Sample agenda
•

Challenging the Status Quo

•

Current Future State Playback

•

Art of the Possible

•

Expert Panel Discussion

•

Future state implications

•

Discuss the opportunities around value creation

•

Build it Better Together

This lab is a: Custom session
28
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Disruption
by design

Disruption by design lab

How can Disruption by Design empower your organization’s
strategic flexibility?

As the ‘new normal’ becomes a way of life, thinking of innovation,
digital and analytics as separate functions is no longer a viable
option for businesses facing today’s challenges. At Deloitte, we
have recognized that businesses need to have an integrated
approach that brings together the capabilities of Innovation,
Digital and Analytics to meet our client’s uniquely complex
ambitions. The Disruption by Design lab is about maximizing
strategy development by unifying your approach to innovation,
analytics, and digital.

By identifying a specific business challenge to solve for, your
participant teams will be guided through the Disruption by
Design framework, introduced to industry leading use cases, and
understanding how to best utilize each capability to turn data
into insights, drive organizational transformation, and enable
connections. Teams will apply their new knowledge through a
concept pitch process, and ultimately, participants will identify the
immediate next steps to take the winning pitch forward within
your organization.

This lab is a: Modular session
30

Sample agenda
Day 1:
•

Course Preparation & Kick Off

•

Meet the Disruptors

•

Disruption by Design Round Robin

•

Disruption by Design Canvas

•

Applicable Industry Use Cases

•

Panel Discussion

Day 2:
•

Review the Journey

•

Applying the Canvas

•

Building a Ramp

•

Create your Pitch

•

DbD Commitment Card

•

DbD Tank

•

Winners, Next Steps, & Wrap up

•

100 Day Commitment follow-up

1-2 day

Joe Rizzi
Senior vice presid
ent
Attended severa
l different sessio
ns

“The Greenhouse
had a variety
of different tool
s that were
helpful in encour
aging people
to bring forward
innovative
ideas that we pr
obably wouldn’t
have thought of
otherwise.”
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Transition

Cyber assessment lab

Clients that are looking to understand their risk and the threats
they are facing, as well as increase their security posture to better
protect business operations.

The number of cyber threats an organization must face
is increasing. Organizations must remain secure, vigilant,
and resilient to minimize risks and to optimize new business
opportunities. This session helps our clients to gain a better
understanding of cyber security risks and threats relevant
to their business context, and to define the appropriate security
services required to face the threats and reduce the risks
to an acceptable level.

Sample agenda
A clear understanding of the threats and risks, a list of prioritized
security services and the best operating model that will help the
business face the threats and reduce the risks

1 day

Inspiration and services refresh
Threat workshop to determine highest risks
Strengths and weaknesses workshop
Security services deep dive
Delivery model and scoping
Use case review and selection
This lab is a: Modular session

32
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Transition

Transition

Mergers & acquisitions lab

Custom lab

Organizations that are in the initial planning stages of mergers,
acquisitions, or pursuing being acquired. Typically attendees at
the executive level attend these sessions to gain immediate buy-in
and drive strategies forward.

Clients experiencing a business challenge that requires more than
one core Greenhouse offering to create a solution.

The M&A Lab addresses how internal alignment, clear capabilities
assessments, disciplined process, governance and communication
can lead to enhanced deal execution performance and ultimately
safeguard value. In this comprehensive, one-day lab, clients will
learn the core attributes of smart strategies, how to maximize
risk-adjusted value, participate in deal sourcing exercises, and
gain deeper understanding of the M&A lifecycle.

Greenhouse custom sessions are tailored experiences designed
around the client’s specific business challenge. Incorporating
a variety of our core offerings, Greenhouse custom sessions
leverage the team’s expertise and external partnerships to create
a truly bespoke experience.

Clients leave with a deep understanding of the M&A process
which will help them execute on their newly developed roadmap
and priority next steps.

Clients will have participated in creating a solution for their
business challenge, or at the very least a clear understanding of
the journey to solution with clear actions.

Sample agenda
Part 1
•
Understanding the M&A Lifecycle
•
Strategy development
•
Case studies
Part 2
•
Deal sourcing and decision tactics
•
Execution agility exercise
•
Priority and roadmap setting
This lab is a: Pre-defined session
34

1 day

Sample agenda

1/2 | 1 | 2 day

Exercises: user-interface is drawn and iterated over with client.
Discussions: Innovation, regulations, consumer and technology
trends, and the need for improved analytics capabilities.
Stakeholder requirements exercise: stakeholder pain-points
& value generators. Identifying key information for people to
succeed in their jobs? How are stakeholders different and similar?
Analytics canvas: turn a crunchy question into a business case
or project description.

This lab is a: Custom session
35
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Greenhouse locations

Contact us
Experience breakthrough
We have many Greenhouse locations across
Canada and Chile.

Vancouver

Calgary

Start the conversation
greenhouse@deloitte.ca

Learn more
deloitte.ca/greenhouse
Toronto

Prashant Sharma
Senior vice presid
ent
Attended multiple
ses

sions with several

Montreal

Ottawa

different organizat
ion

s

“It’s a great proces
s and a great mec
hanism
to get to better an
swers. I’ve come ba
ck each
time feeling more
impressed with wha
t the
Greenhouse can he
lp you do. What it
does—
regardless of wha
t situation you are
in—is it
helps you accelera
te the process of ge
nerating
insights and makin
g decisions.”

Santiago, Chile

Greenhouse pop-up
Our agile structure enables us to bring the
Greenhouse pop-up to our clients directly.
36
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